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18/11/2018 Chocolate Frogs.pdfFile Size: 3289 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Chocolate Frog Cards.pdfFile Size: 2516 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Chocolate Frog Cards: Gilderoy Lockhart.pdfFirn Size: 7869 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Godric Gryffindor.... pdfFila size: 8170 KbFile Type: pdfDownload 7293 KbFile Type: Pdf
Download File Document Mcgonagoll.pdfFila: 8363 KbFile Type: pdfDownload File Quirinus Quirrell.pdfFila Size: 8271 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Rowenclaw.pdfFila Size: 8208 kbFile Type: pdf Load removal Rubeuss hagrid.pdfDownload pdfFile Size: 7965 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Pomona Sprout.pdfFile Size: 8855 kbFile
Type: pdfDownload File Box Template and Link to Chocolate Frog Mold: Chocolate Frog Box Template.pdfFile Size: 4940 kbFile Type: pdfExpired file Berthe Bot of any flavored beans box Fully colored inside Chocolate Frog Template Chocolate Frog Template is one of the interior ideas that you can use for your template. There are many
photos that are published on Saturday 13th, June 2020 18:17:18: PM, which you can think of as attention in the contents Of the Chocolate Frog Template Gallery. So if you're interested in the chocolate frog template content ideas, please share with your friends. There are images in this chocolate frog template digital images, click on the
thumbnail below to see the large version of other photos. Gallery photos for chocolate frog template Do you want to make your own chocolate frogs, chocolate frog boxes and wizard cards? If you've read the Harry Potter books or watched the movies than you've heard of these famous chocolate frogs, a box of card-swapping wizards. Of
all the sweets mentioned in the Harry Potter books, these are perhaps the most famous. You can buy them when you visit The Wizarding World of Harry Potter from Universal Studios. However, for those who want to make their own boxes of chocolate frogs and cards for the wizard, I thought it would be fun to design some easy to
assemble printed. A few years ago, when I threw my first Harry Potter Halloween party, my sister and I looked online for free chocolate frog boxes and magic cards. We found some for use, but the cards were not sized for placement in the boxes and the box was pulled hand (so the lines were not clear and sharp) and the image was a little
pixelated. However, I like the shape and basic look of the box itself. So, using this design as something of an inspiration, I created my own box of chocolate frog and wizard cards. I have to say, I love how my design came about. The matching gold filigree designs of the box and the cards stunning vs. Background. So far, I've created 10
Harry Potter cards (maybe I'll add even later). The cards of the wizards are: Albus Dumbledore, Helga Hufflepuff, Godric Gryffindor, Rowena Ravan, Salazar Slytherin, Newt Scamander, Harry Potter, Ron Willey, Hermione Granger and Nicolas Flammel. You can download these printable to do now or save it on your Pinterest board for
Harry Potter DIYs to do later. Click here to get the Harry Potter Chocolate Frog Box and Wizard Cards printed for those who want only chocolate frog boxes or wizarding cards, I have them as two separate PDF downloads You can print them at home or in a professional copy center. Follow the instructions below for printing &amp;&amp;
quot; &amp;Installation. Color Printer Scissors Double Band Download Harry Potter Chocolate Frog Boxes &amp;amp; Wizard Maps --&gt; HERE print at home with a color printer or in a professional copy center. (*Note when printing, make sure you select the Print without frames option, and if you print on glossy paper for a better look,
make sure your printer prints on glossy paper) Cut out the design and fold all the fold lines of the design. Fold along all the dark lines. For the first layer folded inward, then outward to make the base. Assemble with a double-sided tape (**Note: If printing on a simple cartographer, the glue also works well.) Use a double-sided tape to glue
the tabs of the lid of the box to the underside of the panels on the lid to make the shape of a hexagonal shape in the shape of the folded shape. Glue the top of the box to the bottom of the box. Wizard instructions: Download Harry Potter cards --&gt; HERE Print at home with a color printer or in a professional copy center. (*Note, when
printing, make sure that you have selected the Print without frames option, and if you are printing on glossy paper for a better look, make sure that your printer prints on glossy paper) Cut out cards (front and back are attached on one side.) Fold the card in half by making a double-sided card. and apply a double-sided tape to attach the
front and back of the cards. Trim if necessary. You can print these cards on Cardstock, but if you really want them to look professional when you finish, consider printing glossy paper. I really like how these boxes of chocolate frogs turned out, as well as the Harry Potter cards. They showered with a delicious chocolate frang they made for
the perfect gift (or stocking). If you like this post then check these: (Click on the photo to go to the post) (Visited 9,819 times, 19 visits today) Thanksgiving is over, December has begun - it's officially the festive season! And it's time to get ready for the Christmas donation. Today I have a special design, will make a perfect gift for Harry
Potter fans (especially those with a sweet tooth). Use this fun template to make a chocolate frog box that looks like it's come from Honeyd When my husband and I visited the World of Harry Potter a few years ago, I really loved the sweet shop! And the chocolate frogs in their lovely packaging were quite irresistible. This Christmas, I
thought it would be fun to make a few boxes to give to my family and friends. What you need: My chocolate frog Box Pattern Postcards Scissors Bone folder (optional) Ruler / Scoring Glue Tool How to do: 1. Print the design box and cut out the shapes. 2. Use a ruler and evaluation tool to prepare folds (especially those at the top). Use the
bone folder to make your folds. Note: If you don't have a scoring tool or a bone folder, you can always fold it normally. I just really like the fresh look he creates. 3. From above: glue the tab to the adjacent section to depict the shape of the pentagon. Bottom: glue each of the triangular flaps to the adjacent section. Fold the flaps and glue on
top. Connect the sections from above and below a box (the box will open like a shell). As part of the download, I have also included svg cut file. For this to work, you must create as a print file after cropping after cropping. I hesitate to suggest printing after cropping designs on my blog because of the number of complex steps associated
with performing the cut. It also only works in cricut's design space, so Silhouette users are left off. Watch the video on how to set up this file for printing after cutting: If you want to see more projects like this in the future, please let me know! I also included a insert for a famous witch or wizard card along with the template of the chocolate
frog box. You can customize this with a photo of the person you are gifting this, a favorite celebrity, or maybe a photo of you (because everyone can use more pictures of their beautiful face)! I use Cricut Explore to make my punching designs and absolutely love it! For tips on creating fun paper cuts like this, see the FAQ section on my
website. Also, be sure to check out the other great free Harry Potters available on my blog! I like the way the box came in! Now all I need is a candy frog, and I'il be at stake. Enjoy putting this fun chocolate frog box together! Do you have a Harry Potter fan who would appreciate that? *This post contains affiliate links. By clicking on my links
to make a purchase, you support this blog and the hard work it does in providing free, quality designs. **All Harry Potter-inspired designs on this site are unofficial, fan creations. Mandee is a professional graphic designer, amateur bird watcher, and roller jumpsuit enthusiast. She's a woman of hardworking and mom to three adorable little
people. She fell in love with graphic design when she started working on a comedy site with someone she met on her prime time of the college. Design wasn't the only thing she fell in love with, and they married a year and a half later. She created Design by Ms. Mandy for a place where she could combine her passion for design with her
love of creation. If there's one candy in the Harry Potter universe that's completely iconic, it's the Harry Potter chocolate frogs. We've discovered and shared some of the most realistic Harry Potter chocolate frogs you can make at home! If you've ever been to Harry Potter World at Universal Studios, you've probably seen one or two
chocolate frogs. In fact, you may even have bought a chocolate frog. Boxes with their intricate designs, unique wizard cards to exchange, and let's not forget the actual chocolate frogs, are hard to resist. When, in the Wizarding World of Harry Potter in California, our office had a huge celebration. Without the Chocolate Frogs, Harry Potter
won't be finished, and for us we have an incredibly talented HR manager, Shannon, who has made them for the whole office. They were so special, we wanted to share it with all of you. Harry Potter Chocolate Frogs When you make your own Harry Potter chocolate frogs, don't get overloaded. They look amazing and complex, but keep in
mind that none of the individual steps is so challenging. There are only a lot of elements. First, you're going to need a box of Harry Potter chocolate frogs. The boxes at The Wizarding World of Harry Potter are really cute and, thankfully, there are many different templates to choose from online. After scouring google results, Shannon finds
herself in this box from Yvonne Beatts Family Fun. You can download for free by clicking here to get your Harry Potter Family Movie Night post. Although this is not the official box of the Wizarding World of Harry Potter, Shannon liked the brighter colors. Many of the official templates of the boxes come from scans and look a little washed
away. Harry Potter chocolate boxes take some time to assemble, but there are clear instructions for the free template. Another plus for this box is that the lid will remain closed quite tightly once you are ready. Second, you should have a chocolate frog. Hogwarts students have fun trading different cards to complete their collections. Little
Falling Star created a beautiful free template that you can use to make your own cards, which you can download here. And if you want some that are already finished, Little Falling Star made some of these too. You can download all the cards here. Just cut out the cards and glue the fronts and backs together. The cards fit perfectly into the
chocolate frog boxes. Shannon went above and beyond and made 30 unique cards featuring famous witches and wizards each with a sharp description. Some of the cards were Harry Potter characters and others were just funny. We mentioned she was amazing, didn't we? Third, you need to make your Harry Potter chocolate frogs. Yum!
You'll want to get a frog chocolate mold if you don't happen to have one around. We used the one from Amazon and liked the way they turned out. Then you will only need chocolate, which you can find at almost any grocery store or even order online HERE. If you get melting chocolate you will not have to worry about temperament or
using a double boiler. You need to make sure you don't toast the chocolate. Chocolate frogs recipe melt several chocolate bites at once. Do this at intervals of about 10 seconds and stir between each time. Many of the chocolate canapés will melt once you start stirring. Then pour the melted chocolate carefully into your form. After you've
filled the mold, rap the raps a few times on the table. This will not hurt your frogs and will remove air bubbles. Place the mold in the refrigerator until completely cooled, which should take about 20-30 minutes. Once the shapes are cooled, you can turn them over and the frogs will pop out all in themselves - just like magic! If your frogs are
stuck in the molds, they will need to cool down a little longer. Fourth and finally, enjoy your Harry Potter chocolate frogs! Our staff had fun with the frogs and exchanged cards. We hope you enjoy creating some magic of your own with these Harry Potter chocolate frogs! And when you're ready to explore the world of Harry Potter at
Universal Studios Hollywood or Universal Studios Orlando, we'd push you to your aid. Our agents have visited both shores and are experts in finding the best deal for your Harry Potter vacation. You can book your holiday online or call one of our booking agents at 855-GET-AWAY. Check out our great articles: Harry Potter Pumpkin Juice
Recipe Harry Potter Kayderion Cakes Recipe Butterbeer Fudge Copycat Recipe                                       
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